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Abstract—In large scale data centers, with the increasing
amount of user data, Triple Disk Failure Tolerant arrays (3DFTs)
gain much popularity due to their high reliability and low monetary cost. With the development of cloud computing, scalability
becomes a challenging issue for disk arrays like 3DFTs. Although
previous solutions improves the efﬁciency of RAID scaling, they
suffer many problems (high I/O overhead and long migration
time) in 3DFTs. It is because that existing approaches have to
cost plenty of migration I/Os on balancing the data distribution
according to the complex layout of erasure codes.
To address this problem, we propose a novel Balanced Data
Redistribution scheme (BDR) to accelerate the scaling process,
which can be applied on XOR-based 3DFTs. BDR migrates
proper data blocks according to a global point of view on a
stripe set, which guarantees uniform data distribution and a small
number of data movements. To demonstrate the effectiveness
of BDR, we conduct several evaluations and simulations. The
results show that, compared to typical RAID scaling approaches
like Round-Robin (RR), SDM and RS6, BDR reduces the scaling
I/Os by up to 77.45%, which speeds up the scaling process of
3DFTs by up to 4.17×, 3.31×, 3.88×, respectively.
Index Terms—RAID; Erasure Code; Triple Disk Failures;
Scalability; Reliability; Evaluation

I. I NTRODUCTION
In large scale data centers, massive data are stored in large
amounts of redundant disks to facilitate users to access them
in parallel. These redundant disks are called Redundant Arrays
of Inexpensive (or Independent) Disks (RAID) [19]. Recently,
disk arrays for correcting triple disk failures (3DFTs) become
one of the most popular choices for large scale data centers
because they can provide high reliability with low monetary
cost [31][23][27][6][7][4].
In the last two decades, many erasure codes are
proposed to correct triple disk failures of disk arrays, including Maximum Distance Separable (MDS)
codes [21][3][20][14][27][26][35][16] and non-MDS codes
[25][10][11][12][13][2][23]. MDS codes supply the maximum
protection with a given amount of redundancy [14]. Several
popular codes like STAR code [14], Triple-Star code [27],
TIP-code [35] and EH-Code [16] are encoded with three different parities (horizontal, diagonal and anti-diagonal parities)
to provide high reliability. Non-MDS codes achieve higher
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performance or reliability by sacriﬁcing the storage efﬁciency
[13][24].
In recent years, with the development of cloud computing,
scalability of disk arrays [1] is highly desired due to following
reasons. (1) Adding extra disks into 3DFTs based on MDS
codes can increase storage efﬁciency to save monetary cost.
(2) A disk array with new added disks provides higher I/O
throughput and larger capacity [32][29][30]. More data can
be accessed in parallel which decreases I/O cost and improves
the entire performance. (3) 3DFTs are widely used in large
scale data centers for high reliability, where scalability plays
a signiﬁcant role [15][22].
Unfortunately, existing scaling methods are insufﬁcient for
XOR-based 3DFTs. Some methods (e.g., Round-Robin (RR)
[9][18][33] and Semi-RR [8]) have been demonstrated that
they have high I/O cost of data migration and parity modiﬁcation on scaling [36][28][29]. Semi-RR suffers unbalanced data
distribution after scaling as well [28][29]. Other approaches
spend a large amount of I/Os on balancing the data distribution
in the complex layout of erasure codes, such as SDM [29] and
RS6 [34]. SDM sacriﬁces a few stripes to achieve uniform data
distribution in a stripe set, and deals with the codes encoded
by two different parities (there are three different parities in
XOR-based 3DFTs), which results in high parity modiﬁcation
and I/O cost. RS6 is designed to accelerate RAID-6 scaling
only for RDP code, which leads to additional data migration
I/Os. It suffers uneven data distribution for several other codes
as well, such as STAR code [14] and TIP-code [35]. Some
other approaches like FastScale [36], GSR [28], CRAID [17]
and POS [30] are designed for RAID-0 or RAID-5 arrays, and
which cannot be applied for 3DFTs.
To address the above problem, we propose a novel Balanced
Data Redistribution scheme (BDR), which can be applied on
XOR-based 3DFTs based on MDS codes with three different
parities (horizontal, diagonal and anti-diagonal parities). BDR
migrates proper data blocks based on the relationships between
different parities to achieve minimal data migration and parity
modiﬁcation. Then BDR merges the stripes with empty data
blocks to decrease the I/O cost of parity modiﬁcation. Therefore, BDR can guarantee a uniform data distribution and a
small amount of total I/O operations.
We make the following contributions in this paper,
•
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We propose a Balanced Data Redistribution scheme (BDR), which speeds up the scaling process of 3DFTs

B. Desired Scaling Features in 3DFTs

TABLE I
A L IST OF S YMBOLS IN T HIS PAPER
Symbols
n
m
i, i
j, j 
Ci,j
B
nd
nr
ns
ne
L

To scale a disk array, some data need to be migrated to the
new disk(s) to achieve an even data distribution. During data
migration, we prefer to keep an evenly distributed workload
and minimize the data/parity movement. Four features are typically desired [29][28]. They are (1) Uniform Data Distribution,
(2) Minimal Data Migration, (3) Fast Data Addressing, (4)
Minimal Parity Computation & Modiﬁcation.

Description
number of disks in a disk array before scaling
number of extended disk(s)
row ID before/after scaling
disk ID before/after scaling
a block at the ith row and jth disk (column)
total number of data blocks
number of data disks in a disk array before scaling
number of rows in a stripe before scaling
number of stripes in a stripe set
total number of empty rows in a stripe set
the smallest number of empty rows in a stripe

C. Existing Scaling Methods

based on MDS codes. It offers low I/O overhead on data
migration and parity modiﬁcation.
• Compared with several general schemes, we conduct
evaluations and simulations to demonstrate the effectiveness of BDR in 3DFTs.
This paper is organized as follows, Section II brieﬂy
overviews the background and related work. BDR is illustrated
in detail in Section III. The evaluations are given in Section
IV. Finally we conclude this paper in Section V.

In this section, we discuss the related work of the existing
scaling schemes and the scaling problems in XOR-based
3DFTs based on MDS codes. To facilitate our discussion, we
summarize the symbols used in this paper in Table I.
A. Popular MDS Codes in 3DFTs
Several popular MDS codes in 3DFTs, such as STAR code
[14], Triple-Star code [27], TIP-code [35] and EH-Code [16],
use three different parities (horizontal, diagonal and antidiagonal parities) and XOR operations to provide enough
reliability for 3DFTs.
In this paper, we use Triple-Star code in Figure 1 as an
example to describe the scaling process, and compare merits
and weakness among various approaches. Figures 1(a)1(b)1(c)
show the encodings of horizontal, anti-diagonal and diagonal parities in Triple-Star code, respectively. Different parity
blocks and their corresponding data blocks are distinguished
by different shapes. The value of each parity block is the sum
of its corresponding data blocks through XOR operations.
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(a) Horizontal parity
coding. For example,
C0,4 = C0,0 ⊕ C0,1 ⊕
C0,2 ⊕ C0,3 .

(b) Anti-diagonal parity coding. For example,
C0,5 = C0,0 ⊕ C1,1 ⊕
C2,2 ⊕ C3,3 .
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(c) Diagonal
parity
coding. For example,
C0,6 = C0,0 ⊕ C3,2 ⊕
C2,3 ⊕ C1,4 .

Fig. 1. Triple-Star Code (p = 5).
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Fig. 2. The scaling of 3DFTs using Triple-Star Code from 7 to 9 disks using
RR approach (All data blocks are migrated and all parities are modiﬁed).

II. R ELATED W ORK AND O UR M OTIVATION

*GZG

(1) Round-Robin (RR): For a traditional RR scaling
approach (as shown in Figure 2), all data blocks are migrated
and all parities need to be modiﬁed and recalculated after data
migration. Although RR is a simple approach to be integrated
in 3DFTs, it brings high I/O cost during the scaling process.

(2) SDM: SDM scheme is designed for RAID-6 codes
shown in Figure 3, which sharply decreases the migration/modiﬁcation cost. It achieves uniform data distribution in
a stripe set (several stripes) by sacriﬁcing a small portion of
stripes, but for each stripe, data distribution is not uniform. In
the scaling process of 3DFTs, “phantom” rows (the last two
rows of the stripe after scaling in Figure 3) increase the number
of parity modiﬁcation because all anti-diagonal parities in Disk
7 in Figure 3 need to be modiﬁed.
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Fig. 3. The scaling of 3DFTs using Triple-Star Code from 7 to 9 disks using
SDM scheme (Each stripe suffers unbalanced data distribution and many antidiagonal parities need to be modiﬁed, which increases the parity modiﬁcation).

(3) RS6: RS6 is designed to accelerate RAID-6 scaling only
for RDP code, which suffers unbalanced data distribution for
some codes (such as STAR code [14] and TIP-code [35]).
Moreover, it uses Round-Robin method to ﬁll the diagonal
empty part shown in Figure 4, which leads to additional data
migration and high I/O cost.
(4) Semi-RR: Semi-RR [8] is proposed to decrease high
migration cost in RR scaling, but it still has the problem
of high I/O cost of data migration and parity modiﬁcation.
It suffers unbalanced data distribution after scaling as well,
which dissatisﬁes the feature of Uniform Data Distribution
[28][29].
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Fig. 4. The scaling of 3DFTs using Triple-Star Code from 7 to 9 disks using
RS6 scheme (Filling the diagonal part in a round-robin order leads to extra
data migration and high I/O cost).

•

TABLE II
S UMMARY ON VARIOUS S CALING A PPROACHES

Step 2 (Migration Step): BDR selects a proper number
of stripes as a stripe set, and picks up several rows in each
stripe to migrate to new disks based on the parameters in
Step 1. In the migration process, the data movements are
based on the relevances between different parities, which
guarantees uniform data distribution.
Step 3 (Merging Step): BDR aggregates empty stripes
to decrease the number of parity modiﬁcation and reduce
I/O cost.
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D. Our Motivation
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Fig. 5. Overview of BDR (including the Preparation Step, the Migration Step
and the Merging Step).

A. Preparation Step

We summarize the existing scaling methods in Table II,
which shows that they are not efﬁcient in 3DFTs. First, the I/O
cost of Round-Robin and Semi-RR methods is extremely high.
Semi-RR suffers unbalanced data distribution after scaling as
well. Second, SDM achieves uniform data distribution with
one stripe set, but the data distribution in each stripe is
unbalanced. On the other hand, additional parities (like antidiagonal parities in Triple-Star code) need to be modiﬁed used
in 3DFTs. Third, RS6 method increases the number of data
migration because it ﬁlls the empty blocks in the stripes in a
round-robin order. In some codes like STAR code and TIPcode, RS6 results in unbalanced data distribution due to odd
number of data disks.
In summary, existing scaling approaches are insufﬁcient for
the scaling process in 3DFTs, which motivates us to propose
a new approach on 3DFTs scaling.
III. BALANCED DATA R EDISTRIBUTION S CHEME (BDR)
In this section, a Balanced Data Redistribution scheme
(BDR) is designed to accelerate the scaling process of XORbased 3DFTs. The purpose of BDR is to minimize the number
of I/O operations by decreasing the modiﬁcation of parity
chains. BDR keeps one stripe set in perspective, not limited
to a migration on single data/parity block as Round-Robin.
The main steps of BDR can be described as the following
three steps which is shown in Figure 5.
• Step 1 (Preparation Step): BDR collects the parameters
from the storage systems, and calculates the necessary
parameters to prepare for the next two steps.
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(5) Other approaches: FastScale [36], GSR [28], CRAID
[17] and POS [30] are designed for RAID-0 or RAID-5
systems and cannot be used in RAID-6 or 3DFTs.
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In this preparation step, BDR calculates three parameters to
prepare for the next two steps.
According to the layout of an MDS code and its parameters which are used in 3DFTs, we can calculate ns , ne and
L which are deﬁned in Table I by the following equations.
As shown in Figure 5, one stripe set contains several stripes.
In each stripe, some rows are set to “empty rows”, which are
migrated to other disks for even data distribution.


L=

ns =

lcm {m × nr , nd + m}
m × nr

(1)

ne =

lcm {m × nr , nd + m}
nd + m

(2)

1
m × nr ≤ nd + m
r
f loor( m×n
)
m × nr > n d + m
nd +m

(3)

For example, the scaling of 3DFTs using Triple-Star Code
from 7 to 9 disks is shown in Figure 6 where nd = 4, nr = 4
and m = 2. According to Equations 1 to 3, ns = 3, ne =
4, L = 1. It means that 3 stripes and in total 4 empty rows
are in one stripe set. Each stripe has at least one empty row.
Thus, after scaling in Figure 6, the number of empty rows in
the stripe set is 1, 1, 2 (1 + 1 + 2 = 4 = ne ), respectively.
B. Migration Step
This step migrates proper data blocks in a stripe set after
acquiring the parameters from the above preparation step. It
can be described as the following three procedures.
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(1) Read the stripe set into the buffers. To reduce the
number of read I/O operations in scaling process, BDR reads
the data/parity blocks of the entire stripe set into Buffer X in
memory at once. The selected empty rows of the stripe set are
put into Buffer Y . In a stripe set, reading data in a stripe on a
disk is one sequence read which corresponds to one read I/O.
(2) Migrate data blocks. BDR migrates proper data blocks based on the minimum modiﬁcations of parity blocks.
According to the migration cost of different blocks, BDR
preferentially changes the position of data blocks with low
migration overhead, which satisﬁes fast addressing feature
in Section II. Small migration cost of blocks means low
overhead of modiﬁcation and computation involved in the
migration process, which requires that blocks are resident in
their original parity chains. It insures that BDR modiﬁes the
fewest parity blocks. Due to the page limit, we only give
Algorithm 1, which shows the migration algorithm based on
the horizontal and diagonal parities in STAR code and TripleStar code. Row rb = {nr −(L+1)}/2 is regarded as the base
row, which does not migrate any data block in the horizontal
direction.
Then BDR changes the mapping relationships between the
empty data blocks and the blocks in the empty rows in a same
disk. The remaining data blocks in the empty rows are written
into the empty blocks in a round-robin order.
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(a) Stripe 0 in the stripe set before/after scaling.
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(b) Stripe 1 in the stripe set before/after scaling.
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(c) Stripe 2 in the stripe set before/after scaling.
Algorithm 1: BDR Migration Algorithm Based on the Horizontal and
Diagonal Parities for STAR code and Triple-Star code.
Get or calculate the n, m, nr , nd and L value, then label the new
disks with column IDs from  n2d  to  n2d  + m − 1
set rb = {nr − (L + 1)}/2
if rb +  n2d  ≤ i + j ≤ rb + ( n2d  + m − 1)
and (j <  n2d ||j >  n2d  + m − 1) and i is not empty row ID then
if i < rb then
i = i, j  = j − m;
end
else if i > rb then
i = i, j  = j + m.
end
end
Change the mapping relationships between blocks in the same disk.
Write the remaining ones into empty blocks in a round-robin
order.

For example, in Figure 6, rb = {nr − (L + 1)}/2 = 1,
which means row 1 does not migrate any data block in each
stripe. New disks are labeled with column IDs from  n2d  = 2
to  n2d +m−1 = 3. After inserting new disks, block 2 (C0,2 )
are represented by C0,4 . Since block 2 (C0,4 , i = 0, j = 4)
satisﬁes the condition in Algorithm 1, BDR migrates it to C0,2
(i = 0, j  = 2). Similarly, BDR moves data blocks in circular
marks (e.g., blocks 9, 18 and 25, etc) to different disks, which
share their original horizontal/diagonal parity chains as well.
Next, those data blocks with diamond label (such as block
14, block 13 and block 30, etc) are chosen from Buffer Y to
ﬁll in the empty blocks. Then, the remaining data blocks (e.g,
blocks 12, 15, 28 and 31 in Figure 6) in Buffer Y are written
into the empty blocks in a round-robin order.
(3) Update and recalculate Parities. Three kinds of parities

Fig. 6. An example of migration process of 3DFTs within a stripe set based
on Triple-Star code using BDR (Scaling from 7 disks to 9 disks, Stripe 0, 1
and 2 are in a stripe set). According to Algorithm 1, blocks 2, 9, 18, 25 and
34 are migrated in rows with minimum parity modiﬁcations. The mappings
of blocks 13, 14, 29, 30 and 42 are changed to reduce I/O cost. Other blocks
in new added disks are migrated from Buffer Y in a round-robin order.

need to be updated or recalculated. Horizontal parities are
written into parity disk at once and the other two parities are
sent to Buffer X.
Update Horizontal parities: We calculate the sum of XOR
operations of the original horizontal parities and new added
data block to update the horizontal parities. Then we write
them into the horizontal parity disk at once. For example, P0 =
P0 ⊕ V12 ⊕ V14 , V12 and V14 mean the value of blocks 12 and
14 in Figure 6.
Update Diagonal parities: Updating the new diagonal
parities needs to compute the old diagonal parities, the corresponding data blocks in the empty rows and the corresponding
updated horizontal parities through XOR operations. New
diagonal parities of the diagonal part need to be calculated by
the data in Buffer X. For example, R6 = R4 ⊕V30 ⊕ P5 ⊕ P4 .
Next, put the diagonal parities into Buffer X.
Recalculate Anti-diagonal parities: According to the encoding equations of erasure codes, we recalculate the antidiagonal parities using the data blocks in Buffer X and send
the diagonal parities to Buffer X.
So far, the scaling process in a stripe set is already done
and if some data are lost during the scaling process, they can
be recovered by using Buffers X and Y .
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C. Merging Step
Merging step is typically desired because it can decrease the
parity modiﬁcation I/Os. In BDR, a stripe with empty rows (or
empty blocks) still needs the same amount of parities as one
full stripe. Therefore, we merge stripes to ﬁll in the empty
blocks in order to make the best of all parities and reduce
parity modiﬁcation and I/O cost.
The procedures of merging stripes is shown as follows,
• BDR ﬁrst determines which stripes are merged or separated to keep the computational overhead small.
• BDR merges stripes within each stripe set.
• BDR merges the remaining stripes (rows) with the stripes
(rows) in other stripe sets.
1) Determine which stripes are merged or separated: After
the migration step, the row numbers of the stripes in one
stripe set is known. BDR selects several stripes which are
matched to be merged into a full stripe exactly. If there is no
suitable stripe, BDR separates stripes, which computation cost
is affordable according to the reduced I/O cost.
In the example of the scaling of 3DFTs using Triple-Star
Code from 7 to 9 disks, stripes 0 and 1 are merged into a full
stripe as shown in Figure 7. Stripe 2 needs to merged with
two stripes 2 in other stripe sets (Due to the page limit, the
ﬁgure is not shown here).
2) Merge stripes within or among stripe sets: The process
of merging stripes within or among stripe sets can be divided
into two parts:
• Merging data blocks and horizontal parities.
• Merging diagonal and anti-diagonal parities and write
them into parity disks at once.
In the ﬁrst part, the operation of merging data blocks and
horizontal parities only changes the row labels of data blocks
and horizontal parities, which does not bear additional I/O
cost. Block Ci,j (stripe a) is mapped to block Ci+x,j (stripe
b) and x is the number of rows (excluding empty ones) in
stripe b. As shown in Figures 6 7, block C1,2 in stripe 1 are
mapped to the position of block C4,2 in stripe 0 and x = 3.
In the second part, we merge the diagonal and antidiagonal parities and write them into parity disks at once.
We simply calculate two parities through XOR operations.
Diagonal parity block Ci,p+1 (stripe a) adds the value of
Ci−xp ,p+1 (stripe b) to get a new value of Ci,p+1 and x
is the total number of rows (excluding empty ones) in stripe
a. That is Ci,p+1 = Ci,p+1 ⊕ Ci−xp ,p+1 . For example in
Figures 6 7, R0 = V0 ⊕ V11 ⊕ P1 = C0,8 in stripe 0 and

= V44 ⊕ V43 ⊕ V30 = C4,8 in stripe 1. After the ﬁrst part
R10
of merging parts, R0 = (V0 ⊕ V11 ⊕ P1 ) ⊕ (V44 ⊕ V43 ⊕ V30 ).
Therefore, C0,8 = C0,8 ⊕ C4,8 , x = 3, p = 7. The calculation
of anti-diagonal parities is similar to that of diagonal parities.
Then BDR sends them into parity disks and frees the buffers.
These above operation are done in parallel, which speeds up
the scaling process.
IV. E VALUATION
We evaluate the scalability of popular MDS codes used in
3DFTs by using different approaches in this section.
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Fig. 7. An example of merging stripe of 3DFTs using Triple-Star code under
BDR (Scaling from 7 disks to 9 disks, Stripes 0 and 1 are merged).

A. Evaluation Methodology
We compare the general methods Round-Robin (RR), SDM
and RS6 in the evaluation. FastScale, GSR, CRAID and POS
cannot be applied in 3DFTs, so that they are excluded from
this evaluation. Semi-RR is not evaluated in this paper because
the data distribution is not uniform after scaling.
Several popular MDS codes in 3DFTs are selected for
comparison,
(1) Codes for p + 1 disks: TIP-code [35];
(2) Codes for p + 2 disks: Triple-Star code [27] and EHCode [16];
(3) Codes for p + 3 disks: STAR code [14].
We selects the following metrics in our evaluation,
(1) Data Migration Ratio (Rd ): the ratio between the
number of migrated data/parity blocks and the total number
of data blocks.
(2) Parity Modiﬁcation Ratio (Rp ): the ratio between the
number of modiﬁed parity blocks and the total number of data
blocks.
(3) Computation Cost: the ratio between the number of
XOR operations and the total number of data blocks.
(4) Scaling I/O Ratio: the ratio between the total number
of scaling I/Os and the total number of data blocks.
(5) Spatial Overhead: the memory size utilized as buffer
in the scaling process.
For example, the scaling of 3DFTs using Triple-Star Code
from 7 to 9 disks (p = 5) migrates 16 data blocks in the stripe
16
= 13 . According to
set as shown in Figure 6. So Rd = 4×4×3
features in Section II and Theory 1 in SDM [29], m× B/(m+
nd ) = 16, hence BDR achieves the minimal data migration
ratio. After the merging step, the number of parity modiﬁcation
18
= 12 . In 3DFTs, each data
is 6 × 3 = 18 and Rp = 6×6
migration and parity modiﬁcation need two I/Os, respectively
(one read I/O and one write I/O). Each parity recalculation
needs one write I/O. The total number of I/O operations is the
total number of I/O operations of data migration and parity
modiﬁcation or recalculation. In the example of the scaling of
3DFTs using Triple-Star Code from 7 to 9 disks (p = 5), total
16+6×3+ 94 ×(4+2)
= 1.319.
number of I/O operations ratio is
6×6
B. Numerical Results
In this subsection, we give the numerical results of BDR
compared to other scaling approaches using above metrics.
SDM cannot apply to the scenarios in Triple-Star code and
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EH-Code (p=7, m=6), which are impracticable according to
the equations in SDM.
(1) Data Migration Ratio: We calculate the data migration
ratio (Rd ) among various scaling approaches as shown in
Figure 9. It is obvious that BDR reduces data migration by up
to 84.6% and has the approximate migration ratio compared
to SDM [29], which has the minimal data migration ratio.
(2) Parity Modiﬁcation Ratio: Parity modiﬁcation ratio
(Rp ) among the scaling approaches is presented in Figure 10.
Compared to other schemes with the same p and m, BDR
remains the same parity modiﬁcation ratio. In some cases, the
parity modiﬁcation ratio of SDM is extremely high because
the number of corresponding parities is large when the disk
array scales from a small size to a large one. Compared to
other popular scaling approaches, BDR reduces the parity
modiﬁcation ratio by up to 75%.
(3) Computation Cost: We compute the total number of
XOR operations per data block in Figure 11. BDR needs more
number of XOR operations than SDM scheme. It is reasonable
because BDR merges stripes to get the smallest possible parity
modiﬁcation and I/O operations. Compared to SDM and RS6,
BDR spends 32.86% and 10.56% additional computation cost
on average, respectively. This downside can be covered by
the reduced I/O cost, which has been demonstrated that it
has slight effect on the scaling process [28][29] (The scaling
efﬁciency is shown in Figure 13).
(4) Scaling I/Os Ratio: Scaling I/Os Ratio is presented
in Figure 12. BDR has the smallest total number of I/O
operations, because BDR reads stripes into buffers in parallel
to reduce while other scaling schemes read data/parity blocks
one by one. So that large amount of I/O operations are reduced.
Compared to popular Round-Robin (RR), SDM and RS6, BDR
reduces up to 77.45% I/Os. Table III shows the improvement
of BDR compared to popular scaling approaches in terms of
scaling I/Os ratio using various MDS codes.
(5) Spatial Overhead: We compute the spatial overhead of
BDR in the scaling process of 3DFTs based on different block
sizes, as shown in Figure 8. The increasing block size leads to
an increment in the spatial overhead. When the block size is
set to 4KB to 128KB, BDR utilizes 17.16MB of memory on
average as the buffer, which is only 0.21% of 8GB memory.
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Fig. 8. Spatial overhead of BDR (MB) using various MDS codes based on
different block sizes.

TABLE III
I MPROVEMENT OF BDR OVER P OPULAR S CALING A PPROACHES IN
TERMS OF S CALING I/O R ATIO AND M IGRATION S PEED U SING VARIOUS
MDS C ODES .
code

p

m

Improvement of Scaling I/O

Improvement of Migration Speed
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Fig. 9. Comparison on Data Migration Ratio on Various 3DFTs Scaling Approaches Using Different Codes.
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Fig. 10. Comparison on Parity Modiﬁcation Ratio on Various 3DFTs Scaling Approaches Using Different Codes.
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Fig. 11. Comparison on Computation Cost on Various 3DFTs Scaling Approaches Using Different Codes.
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Fig. 12. Comparison on Scaling I/O Ratio on Various 3DFTs Scaling Approaches Using Different Codes.
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Fig. 13. Comparison on Migration Speed (number of stripes/s) on Various 3DFTs Scaling Approaches Using Different Codes.

based on MDS codes. The main idea of BDR is that, it
migrates proper data blocks based on the relations between
three parities, which guarantees uniform data distribution and
small number of data movements. Through evaluations and
simulations, BDR has the following advantages. (1) BDR
achieves the balanced data distribution. (2) BDR has the
minimal data migration ratio and parity modiﬁcation ratio. (3)
BDR reduces up to 77.45% I/Os by comparison with other
popular scaling methods. (4) Compared to RR, SDM and
RS6 approaches, BDR speeds up the scaling process by up
to 4.17× , 3.31× , 3.88× , respectively.
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